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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF AN ODD-EVEN-LINE HOPSCOTCH 
METHOD FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL ADVECTION-DIFFUSION 
PROBLEMS* 
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Abstract. A linear stability analysis is given for an odd-even-line hopscotch (OELH) method, 
which has been developed for integrating three-space dimensional, shallow water transport problems. 
Sufficient and necessary conditions are derived for strict von Neumann stability for the case of the 
general, constant coefficient, linear advection-diffusion model problem. The analysis is based on an 
equivalence with an associated scheme which is composed of the leapfrog, the Du Fort-Frankel, and 
the Crank-Nicolson schemes. The results appear to be rather intricate. For example, the resulting 
expressions for critical stepsizes reveal that the presence of horizontal diffusion generally leads to a 
smaller value, in spite of the fact that we have unconditional stability for pure diffusion problems. It 
is pointed out that this is due to the Du Fort-Frankel deficiency. On the other hand, it is also shown, 
by a numerical experiment, that in practice it is sufficient to obey the weaker Oourant-Friedrichs-
Lewy (CFL) condition associated with the case of pure horizontal advection, unless a huge number 
of integration steps are to be taken. 
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method, stability 
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1. Introduction. In [10] and [11] an odd-even-line hopscotch (OELH) method 
is developed and implemented for the efficient numerical solution of three-space di-
mensional advection-diffusion problems modeling the transport of pollutants and sus-
pended material in shallow water. A special feature of this OELH method is that it 
is explicit for the horizontal transport and implicit for the vertical transport. The 
implicitness in the vertical direction is necessary to avoid a too stringent stability 
restriction on the time step. This implicitness gives rise to the 8olution of a large set 
of tridiagonal systems, one for every gridpoint in the horizontal plane. The solution 
of this large set of tridiagonal systems can be vectorized and parallelized over the hor-
izontal grid, which results in very good performance [11]. In comparison with other 
techniques discussed in [10, 11], the method has been shown superior. 
In neither of the aforementioned two papers is a comprehensive stability analysis 
given. The purpose of the present paper is to fill this gap. For the general, constant 
coefficient, linear advection-diffusion model problem we will derive sufficient and nec-
essary conditions for von Neumann stability in the strict sense. Strict means that the 
stability property we investigate requires the absolute value of amplification factors to 
be less than or equal to one. The stability analysis is based on an equivalence with an 
associated scheme which is composed of the leapfrog, the Du Fort-Frankel, and the 
Crank-Nicolson schemes. The actual Fourier analysis is carried out for this associated 
scheme and appears to be rather intricate. For example, the resulting expressions 
for critical stepsizes reveal that the presence of horizontal diffusion generally leads 
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to a smaller value, in spite of the fact that we have unconditional stability for pure 
diffusion problems. · 
2. The OELH method formulated for the model problem. We consider 




be the semidiscrete approximation resulting from the use of second-order central dif-
ferences at the uniformly spaced grid points (x;, YJ, Zk) = ( ih1 , j h2 , kh 3 ). The basic 
formula [1, 2, 3, 4] defining the OELH method studied in [10, 11] then reads 
(2.3) un+l = un + rBn L. U" + r& 11+1 L U~1+ 1 
1 1 lh1 1 hl' 
Where i_ = ( i 1 j 1 k), T = tn+ l - in, and the hopscotch parameter Bf is defined by 
(2.4) ()'_' = { 1 
1 0 
for odd values of n + i + j, 
for even values of n + ·i + j. 
Notice that the subscript k is not involved in this definition, i.e., all gridpoints on 
a vertical gridline have the same () value. If we consider only the odd points in the 
space-time grid, which means B:;' = 1 and e;'+1 = 0 in (2.3), then the forward Euler 
rule results, -- --
(2.5) Un+1 un L [Jn i = 1+Thf1 
and at the even points, for the same n, we have the backward Euler rule 
(2.6) Un+1 = un + L un+1 
'c l T h l . 
Consequently, by first applying the explicit forward Euler method at all odd points, 
and subsequently the implicit backward Euler method at all even points, we have 
carried out one step with (2.3). The merit of the method lies in the fact that the 
implicit step is only implicit for the vertical direction. This follows from the three-
point coupling in the horizontal directions and from the definition of the er. If we 
remove the third dimension, then we recover the odd--even-hopscotch (OEHS scheme 
which is scalarly implicit. Note that the OEH scheme for the 3D problem results if we 
replace (n + i + j) in FF/ by (n + i + j + k). The stability of the OEH scheme applied 
to (2.1) has been studied in [12]. 
The von Neumann stability approach cannot be carried out for (2.3) as it stands. 
Following [3, 12], we therefore derive an equivalent formula which does admit Fourier 
analysis. First introduce, form= 1, 2, 3, the advection parameter Cm and the diffusion 
para1neter CT-m, 
(2.7) TQm Tfrn Cm= h' CJm = h,2 ' 
'tn rn 
and the difference operators Hm and 8;,, 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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:; 
('2.IO) T L1,[T; = 2:= (- ~cmHrn + amb;.,) U1. 
m=l 
\ext iutrudw·t'. iu addition to (2.:l), the OELH formula for the next tinie step 
I :2. l l ) u;i+ 2 = ur1 + TBj'+l LhUT+l + Te:'+2 L1iu;i+2 . 
l:sing (2.:3). (2.J). and (2.11), for the odd points we then can write, con!:lidering time 
lewis n and 11 + 2. 
u"+ 2 = u.'.' + TL1i (u.'.' + u'.'+ 2 ). !__ [._ l _I 
Lih'wise. for tlte ewn points we find 
(:2.U) [ rn+2 - •)u.n+l - un 1
,i_ - .., L 1 · 
[\ext we elaborate the odd-point formula (2.12). Using (2.1:3) to eliminate variables 
at t'veu points. an elementary calculation with (2.10) shows that (2.12) can be written 
as 
(2.1-l) 
wll(•rp flm is the awrnging opPrator 
( 2. lG) 111U; = ~ (U;+1Jk + U;-1Jd, etc., 
and 
(2.Hi) 
lt is important to note that in (2.14) only variables at odd-numbered points appear. 
This me1ms that the solution defined by (2.3) can first be cornputed by means of 
(:2.1,l) at the complete sc~t of odd points, and thereafter at the complete set of even 
points by means of ( cf. ( 2 .13)) 
(2.17) [1 11 H = l ('!" + r;.n+2) 1. 2 L 1 t Z_ • 
Hence for the stahilit.v analysis we may proceed with the odd-point scheme (2.14) 
lwcanse the sets uf even and odd points are decoupled. 
Wt' see that this odd-point scheme is cornposed of the leapfrog scheme for the 
horizontal advection part. 
(::!. !8l u11+2 = ['" - (. H + H) un+1 l / l Cj 1 C2 2 L ' 
of the Dn Fort Frankel scheme for the horizontal diffusion part, 
(2.19) 
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and of the Crank-Nicolson scherne, with stepsize 2T, for the vertical advection and 
diffusion part, 
(2.20) 
Consequently, in view of the unconditional stability of the Crank-Nicolson and Du 
Fort-Frankel scheme, at first sight one might expect that the critical stepsize for 
stability equals that of the leapfrog scheme (2.18). In the next section we will prove 
that this is indeed true if there is no horiwntal diffusion. However, if horizontal 
diffusion terms are present, then the situation turns out to be more complicated. We 
will show that in this case the critical stepsize is generally smaller. 
3. Strict von Neumann stability. Substitution of the Fourier mode 
(3.1) 




a0 = -1 + CJ - 2CJ3 (cos 83 - 1) + lc3 sin 83, 
2 
a1 = L (-4Cim cos 8m + 21 Cm sin 8m), 
m=l 
where Bm. = wmhm denotes the phase angle. The specific stability property we will 
investigate is von Neumann stability in the strict sense. 
DEFINITION 1. Method (2.14) is called van Neumann stable if the zeros 6, 6 of 
the characteristic polynomial (3.2) satisfy 
(:3.4) 16 I, 161S1 for all l8ml Sn, rn = 1, 2, 3. 
Hence strict means that the stability property we investigate requires the absolute 
value of amplification factors to be less than or equal to one. In the literature, this 
is also called "practical" or "modified" von Neumann stability [8, 7, 5]. Note that 
the original von Neumann condition is weaker as it requires l~I S 1 + O(r) [8]. As 
iH well known, for advection-diffusion problems this weaker condition can lead to 
unacceptably large errors [7]. Strict stability is also more natural here, since Fourier 
modes of the true solution cannot grow in time either. 
For the von Neumann analysis we will use results from [6]. We therefore introduce 
the polynomial 
(3.5) 
and the so-called first reduced polynomial 
(3.6) 
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where 
n2a l - al ao = -8 t C5m cos 8,,,, + I (8c3 sin 83 ·rrLt~l O'rn cos em ) 
rH=l 




T\ote that in the pure advection case the first reduced polynomial vanishes because 
then e5m = 0 form= 1, 2,3. 
In the remainder of this section we will prove and discuss two stability theorems. 
Theorem 1 deals with the case where horizontal diffusion is absent ( E1 = 0, E2 = 0, 
and f:l ::'.': O). In Theorem 2 we consider the remaining cases where diffusion exists in 
at least one of the two horizontal directions (t: 1 ;:::: 0, E2 ;:::: 0, c:i 2 0, and E1 + E2 > 0). 
In both theorems all velocities Cm may take on arbitrary values, including zero. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose c1 = 0, c2 = 0, and c:3 ;:::: 0. Then we have von Neumann 
stability if and only if 
(3.9) 
Proof. \Ve distinguish the two cases c:3 = 0 and E3 > 0. First suppose E3 = 0. 
Then the first reduced polynomial j 1 = 0, so that according to case (ii) of Theorem 
fi.1 from [ fi], there holds I~ 1 I, 161 ::; 1 if and only if the root fo of the derivative 
polynomial/ satisfies !fol ::; 1. Since fo = -ai/2a2 we find 
( t Crr, sin 8rn ) 2 
(3.10) l~ol2 = m=l ') . 2 ' 
1 + c3 Slll 83 
which immediately proves the theorem for the case t:3 = 0. Next suppose .:;, > 0. Two 
subcases then must be distinguished, viz., phase angle 83 = 0 and 83 =f. 0. If 83 = 0, 
then again Ji = 0 and the proof goes the same as above. If B:i =f O, then Ji does not 
vanish so that now case (i) of Theorem 6.1 from [6] applies. That is, 161, 1~2 1 ::::; 1 if 
and only if 
(a) lf*(O)I > IJ(O)I and 
(b) the root fo of h satisfies lfo I ::; l. 
Condition (a) means ja2 1 > laol or, according to (3.8), 
(3.11) la:l2 - laol 2 = Zi2a2 - aoao = 4 (u + 2u:3 - 2u3 cos 83 ) > 0. 
\?e immediately co:1c:lude that condition (a) holds unconditionally because the diffu-
~~on parameter a3 is positive and a = 0. Generally, condition (b) holds if and only 
1
-2 t O"m cos 8m +I (2c3 sin 83 t O"m cos 8m ) 
m=l m=l 
(. :3.12) I (( ) ~ ) I + a + '..,a,3 - 2C53 cos B:i) L._; Cm sin em :::; (J' + 2C53 - 2u3 cos e3 . 
m=l 
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Because 0"1 = u2 = 0 and u3 > 0, this inequality simply 111eans that 
I L.
2 
C'm sin e.,,, I ::::; 1. 
'/'11=1 
which immediately proves the theorem also for the case f:i > O. D 
In the situation of Theorem 1 the Du Fort Frankel sche111c' is absent in (2. U,). so 
that only the leapfrog scheme and the Crank Nicolson scheme as combined in (2.Ll) 
play a role. Theorem 1 nicely shows this. We see that the critical stepsize for vrn1 
Neumann stability is determined by the• familiar CFL condition uf the leapfrog sdwme 
(2.18), 
(3.13) T (12.tl + ICJ2I) < 1. 
hi h2 ~ 
This is an optimal retmlt in the ioense that the vertical velocity (f:i and the vertical 
mesh width h:i are absent in the iotability condition, which i;; due to tlw 1111co11ditio11al 
stability of the Crank-Nicolson schemP. It is especially important that h:i should he' 
absent, since in shallow water tram;port problems h:i is t>ignificantly smaller than h l 
and h2. This, iu fact, was the motivation for developing the OELH method [10, 11]. 
Also note that in the case of pun' aclvection ( f,,, = 0, m = 1, 2, :3) the characteristic 
polynomial f is conservative (161 = 161 = 1) as long as (:).13) holds (Theorem 6.4 
in [6]). If we impose strict inequality, then f is simple conservative (eonservative and 
~1 =/=- 6; see [6, Cor. 6.5]). This means that in the case of pure adwetion the OELH 
schenie does not damp Fourier modes, which is a natural property because the true 
Fourier modes are not damped either. If E:i > 0. then one of the amplificatiou factors 
must lie in the open unit disk as long as (~1.13) holds, Hince h does not vanish. If we 
impose strict inequality in (3.13). then both factors lie in the open unit disk, which 
means damping of Fonrier modes similarly as for the tru(' solution. 
Before we present Theorem 2, we first give a result due to [5] and repeat its proof 
here for reasons of self-containedness. 
LEMMA 1. Consider the finite, real-valm:d ser"ies 
Snppose cx.m 2 O for all m = L ... , f\l. Then we have S ::::; 1 for all Bm if and only if 
f\J ') 
~ r:;r1 L., -- < 1. 
o,,, -
"Tn=l 
~ '.l' ~ . T ' . 
Proof. Denote 0 = diag(n1, ... 'OJ\[), c = (c1 .... 'C1\[) 'e = (B1 .... 'e.~[) ' fhen 
S can be expressed as 
Thus, we haw S :'S 1 for all H if and only if the matrix ,3 = n - EtT is normegative 
definite. In particular, its diagonal elements Ctm -- c;n must be nonnegative, s~ that 
r~,,,, = () implies c, 11 = () a.nd the mth dimension can be drop~ecl. Hence m tlw 
remainder of the proof we may assume all Orn > 0. If we then define 
-1/2 ·. ·( -1/2 -1/2) I = ex = chag o 1 , ... , o :\I , 
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where ,/ = 1Z'. rnnst also be nonnegative. This, iu turn, means nonnegativity of 
-T "'' - -T - (d-T -)2 z 1uz=z z- z 
for all z. Wt> can deduct> that this is true if and only if 
Sufficiency follows immediately from the Cauchy--Schwarz inequality ( rlT 2) 2 ~ 
(dT di(zTZ) and necessity by selecting z111 = cdm for m = 1, ... , lvl, where c is 
an arbitrary constant. Since cJT J = L c;11 / Orn, the proof is complete. D 
This lemma is used to prove necessity of inequality (3.14) in Theorem 2. Note 
that in C<'rtain cases the sum in (3.14) is infinite (division by O'm = 0), implying that 
the interval for von Neumann stability is empty. This situation is discussed in more 
detail later on. \Ve wish to emphasize that the proof of this theorem is inspired by 
the proof of the stability theorem in [5], which also uses the result of Lemma 1. 
THEOREtvl 2. Suppose t 1 , E:;, ta ;:::: 0 and t 1 + t 2 > 0. Then we have von Neumann 
stability d and only if 
(:3.ll) 
;3 c2 I: --"-' - < 1. 2u,,,/CJ -
rn=l 
Proof Because CJ > 0, the fin;t reduced polynomial Ji does not vanish, so that 
case (i) of Theorem 6.1 from [Cij applies, similarly as in the second part of the proof 
of Theorem 1 above. Hence l~tl, 161 ~ l if aud only if inequalities (:3.11) aud (~3.12) 
hold. We innnecliately conclude that inequality (3.11) holds unconditionally because 
CJ> 0 and <T:i ;:::: 0. So our task is to check inequality (3.12). Denote 
CJ* =a+ 2u3 - 2u3 cos B:1, 
O';,, = 2<T,,,ju*, ni = 1,2, 
C;~ = C:i L u;,, cos e.,n· 
rn=l,2 
Inequality (:3.12) is equivalent to lµI ~ 1, where 
(3.15) 
2 3 
JI = :* -L a;,, (1 - cos &m) - 'I.: I c;,, sin £1.m. 
m=.l n1.=l 
Intrnclucc the new diffusion pararnetc'r a:i by writing 
(:). Hl) 
which implies the same expression as for CJt and u2, 
(:3.17) 
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Note that for zero phase angle 83 the definition of a3 through (3.16) is meaningless. 
However, from the limiting case 
a*= a+ a3e5 + O(Bj), 83 ._ 0 
it follows, by substitution of (3.17) into (3.16), that expression (3.17) is also valid for 
83 = 0. Hence for all phase angles we can write 
3 3 
(3.18) µ = 1- L a~(l -cosBm) - L Ic::,,sinBm, 
m=l m=l 
so that inequality (3.12) holds if and only if 
(3.19) 
Our task is now to prove that (3.14) is necessary and sufficient for (3.19). We 
will first establish necessity. Consider the limiting case Bm ._ 0 with I Bm I S e for 
m = 1, 2, 3. For 83 ._ 0 we have 
so that in the limiting case 1µ1 2 satisfies 
(3.20) 
Set am = 2am/ a. Because a > 0, we have O:m 2: 0 form = 1, 2, 3 and application of 
Lemma 1 immediately reveals the necessity of (3.14). In particular, if am = 0, then 
the corresponding Cm must be zero too, which means that the dimension is dropped. 
Hence in the sufficiency part of the proof we will assume that all O:m are positive and 
observe that for a lower dimension the proof of sufficiency goes entirely similar. 
To prove sufficiency of (3.14) we proceed as follows. Write 
3 2 ( 2 ) ( ) "°' * . 8 "°' cm r;:;:- . e c3 r:::= '"°' * e . e 3.21 ~cm sin m = ~ r;:;;- yO!m sm m + r;:;;;: y0!3 ~am. cos m sm 3· 
m=l m=l v O:m v a 3 m=l 
The Cauchy·-Schwarz inequality then yields 
( 




. L O:m sin2 Bm 
m=l 
Set Ym = cosBm and invoke (3.14). Using 0:1+0:2 = 1, we then can write 
(3.23) (t c-:n sin8m ) 2 S 1- 0:1Yi - a2y~ + 0:3 (aty1 + a~y2) 2 (1-y5). 
rn=l 
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Further. using r:T* = r:T + 2r:T:3(1 - y:;), we have 
( :J.:24) ( 
:J ) 2 1 2 1- "\""""' rr* (1-cose ) = -. (2a1/J1 +2rr2Y.2) • ~ rn rn a*2 
n1.=l 
Sl• that there remains to provf' 
1 ') * * )2(1 )2 '2 ( 12<1 lp12 :::: 1 + --., (2<T1Y1 + 2rr2u2r + n:i (0"1 Yi + r:TzY2 - Y:3 - o:1Y1 - -"2Y2 -
j a* -
(3.25) 
for ally,,, E [-1. l]. m = l, 2. :3. Define ff= (y1• y2)T and Y = (X3(l - yj). Then the 
srcond inequality ca11 lw rewritten as 
(3.2G) 
whcr(' A is a symmetric two-by-two matrix with the entries 
4(Y + 1) 2 2o-1 4(Y + 1) 4(Y + l) 2 20":J 4. <J Ai." = ., a1 cr2, A2·J = <J,) - -- · • 11 = --.)- 1 - - ' " (J* -
- (J* 2 - (J (T* - (J 
(:3.27) 
Note that the entries do depend on '.IJ:3 but not on ff. Hence it is sufficient that A is 
uonpotiitiw definik for all y3 E [-1, l]. Because A12 > 0, A is uonpositive definite if 
A trivial calculation shows that this is indeed the case for all Y:i E [ - 1, 1], w liich 
rnmpletcs 1.he proof of the theorem. 0 
Anv case covered bv Theorem 2 involves the Du Fort- Frankel scheme in ( 2 .14) 
sincP <J. > 0. \Ve emphasize that this gives rise to curious aml U]l(~xpect.ed stabil-
ity re::;ults. Substitution of rr,,,, Crn in (3.14) shows tlrnt the critical stepsi11e for vou 
Neumann stability in all cases covered by Theorem 2 is determined hy 
(3.28) ( 
3 ') 2 ) 
72 2=. q.-;,, I: f~ :; i. 
Em hz 
m=l l=l 
First. we see that the vertical meshwidth h3 is abs0nt, which is advautagernts as 
\l'e explained in the discussion of Theorem 1. Second, for 11cru velocities (th(' puw 
diffusion case) we haw unconditional stability, which is in complete agreement with 
the 1rnc0Hditional stability of the Du Fort Frankel scheme (2.19) ancl t.lw Crank 
Nirnlso11 scheme ( 2.20). However, if a velocity is not zero, tlwn Lhe corresponding 
diff11sion parameter play;; a role. Surprisingly, the critical stepsi11e determi1wd hy 
( 3.28) is generally smaller than the one determined by the CFL condition (:U ;) ) mid 
in fact can be zero. 
To see this. let us first suppose that E1 , f 2 , e3 are positive. Application of tlw 
Cauchy Schwarz iuequality to tlw CFL condition (3.13) then leads to (:~. 28) as follows: 





61i2 ::::; L 
l=l l 
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Generally (3.28) appears to be more restrictive, implying a smaller critical stepsize. 
We consider this curious because it means, for example, that adding artificial diffusion 
to the advection problem can have a destabilizing effect for the time integration rather 
than working out stabilizing. A similar curious situation has been observed earlier in 
[9, 12]. Abo note that if the three diffusion parameters are equaL then they cancel 
out in (3.28) so that the critical stepsiz:e then even is independent of the diffusion but 
yet smaller than in the case of the CFL condition. Of course, the difference between 
the two conditions is minor if 
(3.30) 
The observation that for cases covered by Theorem 2 the critical stepsize can even 
be zero follows directly from inspection of ( 3 .28). For example, if we take q1, q2 , <J:i i- 0, 
E1, E2 fixed, and E:3-+ 0, then T-+ 0 when satisfying the stability inequality. By also 
taking into account Theorem L we thus can formulate the following. 
THEOREM 3. For von Ncunwnn stability it is necessary that either Et and c:2 m·e 
zero or· positive and if they are both pos'itive, then d ·is requ·ired to haue E:i > 0 too. 
4. The Du Fort-Frankel deficiency. We will further explain this curious sta-
bility result by relating it to the well-known Du Fort-Frankel deficiency, which de-
scribes the situation that for parabolic problems this method is 011ly conditionally 
convergerit, in spite of its unconditional stability (see [8, Sect. 7.5]). 
The necessity of (3.14) or (~~.28) has been established from the asymptotic: relation 
(3.20) where all three phase angles ()m -t 0. This suggests to compute for this limiting 
case the maximum of the absolute value of the two amplification factors 6. 6 directly 




~rrw .. c = 1 - L CJm,8.~, 
m=l 
( 
:l ) 2 l ' 3 + 20' 7~1 CmBm + O(fJ ). 
Indeed, use of Lemma 1 shows again the necessity of (3.14). However, expression 
( 4.1) also reveals a link with the aforementioned convergence deficiency. To see this, 
consider the modified equation for scheme (2.14) (cf. [8, Sect. 7.5]), 
( 4.2) 
This modified equation shows the convergence deficiency through the additional term 
-- ~ arn11 . To establish the liuk between our stability deficiency and the convergence 
deficiency, it uow suffice::; to ::;ubstitute a Fourier inode into ( 4.2) and to compute the 
associated continuous amplification factor for vanishing phase angle::;, similar to what 
we did in the derivation of (4.1). We then find that the continuous amplification 
factor just equals (4.1), up to 0(0:1). Further, it then follows that the term which 
causes the instability, that is, 
(4.3) ( 
:J ) 2 ~CJ .L. CmBm , 
m=l 
originates from the deficiency term - ~CJT?Lu, although this term itself is independent 
of t:he velocities cm.· This means that, also, the modified equation is uustable if (3.14) 
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is \·iulatPd in the seuse that it admits growing Fourier modes in the low frequency 
range. This olJ\'ionsly implies that this then also must happen for scherne (2.14) when 
subjected to the vuu Neumann stability test. 
It is noteworthv that if we bound the phase angles from below, say Brn 2: Bo > 0, 
then an intPrval 0 ~ T <Tu exists for which the amplification factors 6, 6 are strictly 
less thau one. This foll;;-ws from expression (3.18), since its real part it:1 independent of 
1 am! nm be made less thar1 one by taking fJ0 sufficiently small, while the imaginary 
part c<m ]H' made sufficiently t:1mall by taking To small enough. Hence if we cont:1ider 
a fixed grid. then we can always achieve stability, but of course To becomes smaller if 
the grid is n•fiHed. 
5. Practical considerations. Strict von Neumann stability is known to have 
great practical relenncc. There is no doubt that the von Neumann method is the best 
single· tt>dmique (cf. [5]) for tindiHg necessary conditions for stability if we are in a 
rn1rnnodd situation. which in practice, of course, always happens. In this connectiou 
a natural question is, "'How bad is the stability deficiency for the OELH schenw?" In 
other words. should we in practice consider the CFL condition (:3.U) cUi a "practical 
restriction, .. or should we take the more stringent condition (3.28) seriously? 
Let Tcfl aml T(:U;;\ denote the critical stcpsizes. Because tlw rwcessity of condition 
(:3.1-t) shuws up in the limiting case em--+ 0, the maximum ~rnri:r as derived in (4.1) 
will he only marginally larger than one if T(:i. 2;,i,) < T :::=; Tcfl· However, tlwre is a 
possibility that other critical combinations of phase angles exist, away from zero, 
which also lead to (:).J,l). Therefore, we have computed approximate valiws of (m11 ,,. 
(the maxim nm taken over all cli!:icretc fJ value8) as a function of T for t:1evcral choices 
off 111 • 1J,,,. Ii,,,. \Ve iudeed obsPrved other critical {) combinations away from zero. Yet, 
in all tt-sts ~,,"'.,. apprnred to become 011ly rnarginally larger thall one in th<• stcpsi:;,c 
rangC' T1:i.~~ 1 < T :S Tcfl· similar to the limiting case which led to (3.14). 
Figure 1 shows a plot of ~uw:r (T) which is typical for the tests co11sidC'rcd. We S('f' 
that tlH' overshoot due to violating (:3.28) i::; practically insignificant. Iu the iulf~rml 
'r :uc., < T :S Tcfl the overshoot of Cwu ( T) is :::=; (l.001. However, as <~xpectcd, we 
also St'l' that T > Tcfl will quickly ret:1ult in severe instability. The fact that the CFL 
condition should be satisfied in general, thus, also in all cast•:-; covered by Tlworern 2. 
c:an be m~lcrstood lw compnting (:).18) for special choices of the gm . . For example, 
tor 0,,, = ~· m = 1, 2, 3. we get 
3 3 
l ;-, . l) µ = 1 ·- Lu.~, - L Jc;,,= -I(c1 + c2 ), 
n1=l rn=l 
11·hich,tri\·ially yields the CFL condition (3.13) for positive c: 1 ,r:2 (c:f. (:3.1!))). 
. \\ t' conclude that tlw morn stringent coudition (:3.28) is only a theoretical c:urios-
1t.1·. In actual prnct.icc it will be of little importance since the instability that will occur 
b~· violatiuu is so small that it will not be observed in actual comput.ation, of course, 
as long as tlw CFL condition (3.U) is satisfit;cl. This condition i;; highly relevant in 
practice am! should always he obeyed. On the other hand, violation of (3.28) will only 
~w I1ot1n·<:ble after an unrealistically large number of time steps. To illustrate this 
ll'. acti~al rntegratio.11. we applied the OELH integrator to the model equation (2.1), 
discrdrzed on a urnfon.n ,1() x 40 x HJ grid, using periodic boundary conclitiorn. Tlw 
P~1ramett•rs and tlw gnd sizes in this experiment were set to the 8amc values as in 
;igure 1. Oh1\~i~nrnly, u = 1 i;; an exact solution for the test model. To study the 
ong-t.errn sta )Jhty belmvior of the OELH method, we slightly perturbed the i.nitia.l 
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, , Fic. L ?lots of l;nu1Ar) for the pam.metcrs (f!.t2,<;i) = (l.0.0.ii,0.01), (qt.<]:2.!J;d = (:1.::!, l). 
l he gncl s1.zcs am (h1, h1, h:d = (200. 200, 1). This yields r 1:3. 2H) "=' !:).l rwd T,ff = 40.0. The lt:tf 
~t,ot covers the r-·mlerval 0::; r :S :JO, th~ n1:iddic plot 0::; r :S T,.f/· and the right plot r, fl :Sr::; 50. 
l he 'f//:tddk and the r·i.glit plots slww a fuwr scafo in the w:rtical. 
TABLE 1 
E.i:peT'i'lll.enlal ampl-ificnt.ion. factors (5.2). 
r= JG 
N= 10·1 ll.G59 
N = 105 0.4:J:l 
N = 101: 0.2.'i8 
condition to 11.(J.·, y, z) = 1.0 + bg(:r, y. 
ma.xinmrn modul ns equal to 1.0, 
_q(:z:, :iJ, z) =Sill ---. ( Jr:r ) 
40ht 
T =·W -~ "'"j 1.52 10t77 
0.'10 
. 1r, w!J 
with b = io-:i and g a smooth fnrn:tion with 
. ( 7f1J ) . ( 7r z ) sltl -- Slll --- . 40h~ l0h:1 
Table 1 ccmtai11s tlw vahws of the experimental amplificatio11 factors 
(S.2) 
for various values of T and N. Here ut cll'nOtes the m1merical solution at gridpuiut I 
after N steps of k11gt.h T. Tl10 results are ::;elf-evident. Violation of tlH' CFL condition 
with only one promillc is dism;trous. whereas violation of (3.28) leads to ''!Tlll' growth 
but. only destroys the solution after an ml!'ealistically large 1mmher uf time ::;teps. 
Finally, it is also of interest to recall the convergence deficiency. from which tlw 
OELH scheme also suffers. Presumably, this c:o11vcrgence ckficiency i,; also of litth• 
relevance for the shallow water transport applicatimi. In this applicatio11 tlw regular 
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temporal and spatial truncation errors are expected to be larger than the error induced 
by the parasitic, nonphysical term ~aruu. For example, in the experiments reported 
in [10, 11] this error plays no role. Experiments where this error is shown, though, 
can be found in [12]. 
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